






BOB - PROJECT 
FLOOR - PENDANT
In collaboration with well-known furniture brand Blå Station, Zero has provided their Bob sofa system with a fixture that takes its 
contours to new heights while being anchored in the backrest. Zero also offers a freestanding floor-lamp version and a pen-
dant with the same likeable, round character. A dimmable LED behind a convex glare shield provides intimate and screened-off 
illumination; available in standard black or white.
Design - Bernstrand & Borselius 2019.



®

Project: Installation for Blå Station



BOB - PROJECT 
FLOOR - PENDANT
In collaboration with well-known furniture brand Blå Station, Zero has provided their Bob sofa system with a fixture that takes its 
contours to new heights while being anchored in the backrest. Zero also offers a freestanding floor-lamp version and a pen-
dant with the same likeable, round character. A dimmable LED behind a convex glare shield provides intimate and screened-off 
illumination; available in standard black or white.
Design - Bernstrand & Borselius 2019.

All BOB in this project are custom made models.



Project: Campus Eskilstuna.
Interior design: AIX Architects

®
All BOB in this project are custom made models.



BOB BOW - NEW 2020 
PENDANT
In collaboration with well-known furniture brand Blå Station, their BOB sofa system has been given a fixture that takes its con-
tours to new heights while being anchored in the backrest. Zero also offers afreestanding floor-lamp version and a pendant 
with the same likeable, round character. A dimmable LED behind a convex glare shield provides intimate and screened-off illu-
mination; available in standard black or white.New for 2020, this fixture is now available as a bow that billows over the BOB 
sofa. The distance between the lights follows the same mathematics asthe sofa modules. This new version works well over sofas, 
in corridors, above conference tables, etc.
Design - Bernstrand & Borselius 2020.
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Project: Fairstand for Blå Station.



BRASS - PROJECT 
CATENARY 
Painted metal, pearl gold RAL 1036. Shade in transparent acrylic. Brass net and opal acrylic diffuser.

Project: Gränbystaden, Uppsala.
Ljusdesigner: Sweco
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Project: Kv Sirius, Malmö
Architect: Projektengagemang
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Project: SLL, Trikåfabriken, Solna.
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Project: City square, Vara.
Light design: Ljusrum.



Project: Giraffen, Kalmar
Architect: Elinder & Sten
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®
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COMPOSE - NEW 2020 
PENDANT
A new, playful series of lamps designed by Jens Fager; carefully considered and designed to the smallest detail. COMPO-
SE, with its distinctive cast aluminium body, contains the very latest technology, including LED lighting and the opportunity 
of DALI control in large public environments. COMPOSE and its modular design works excellently as a pendant in its basic 
form or allows countless compositions due to the large number of variations in glass and metal shades. That makes it suita-
ble for many projects. Both in repetition, as clusters in a hotel lobby, as well as single lights over a café table. The diffuse 
lens helps spread a pleasant and gentle light. “I want COMPOSE to be like a tool, almost like an instrument, where the 
most beautiful music is composed,” says Jens Fager. This is the first phase in COMPOSE’s evolution and series of lights.
Design: Jens Fager 2020.



®

Standard colours white, black, grey, green. Shades in painted metal, glass, brass and copper.
Diameter 65, 95, 112, 190, 195 mm.



CONVEX - PROJECT 

Project: Piteå, Sweden.
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CONVEX - PROJECT 

Project: Gasnätet, Stockholm.
Architect: Urbandesign.

PENDANT - CEILING - WALL
The characteristically amiable, gently curved top is available as a wall fixture for both indoor and outdoor use, pendant, 
pole fixture, bollard and now as an even larger pendant and spotlight. All just as useful, energy efficient and providing 
perfect illumination. Diameter 160 mm.
Design: Jens Fager 2017.
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CONVEX CIRCLE - PROJECT 

Project: Stendörren, Stockholm.
Architect: BSK Architects.

PENDANT
The characteristically amiable, gently curved top is available as a wall fixture for both indoor and outdoor use, pendant, 
pole fixture, bollard and now as an even larger pendant and spotlight. All just as useful, energy efficient and providing 
perfect illumination. Diameter 160 mm.
Design: Jens Fager 2019.
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Project: Hemma, Milano. 
Architect: Joyn.



DAIKANYAMA - PROJECT 

Project: ICA, Stockholm.
Architect: Thomas Eriksson Architects
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Project: Restaurant Le Vale, Stockholm.



®

Project: Giraffen shoppingmall, Kalmar.
Architect: Elinder & Sten



Project: National Museum library, Stockholm.
Interior design: Emma Olbers.
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Project: Installation for Blå Station
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Project: Kama Sushi, Kalmar
Architect: Arkitekt & Miljö Claes Thörnblad
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Project:Private house, Kalmar.
Light design: Zero Inhouse.



Project: Hotel Liseberg, Göteborg.
Interior design: Wingårdhs Architects.
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Project: Keflavik Airport, Iceland
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Project: Åhléns, Göteborg.
Interior design: Code Concept
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Project: Sparbanken Rekarne, Eskilstuna.
Interior design: Coco Form.
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Project: JKAB office, Helsingborg.
Architect: JKAB
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Project: New Minds, Göteborg.
Interior design: Erbéus & Jarlöv Architects.
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HAZE - NEW 2020 
PENDANT 
Haze 3D knitted fabric information - Camira Technical Knitting uses state of the art flat-bed weft knitting technology for an environ-
mentally benevolent waste free manufacturing process using just three basic inputs – yarn, electricity and gentle steam finishing. 
Each 100% polyester filament yarn used is certified to the global Oeko- Tex Standard 100 which prohibits the use of harmful 
substances in textiles known to be hazardous to the environment and human health. Every cover produced is also accredited to the 
independent and 3rd party verified EU Ecolabel environmental standard for textile products.
Design: Samuel Wilkinsson 2020.
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HIDE - PROJECT 
FLOOR - PENDANT
White or black-painted steel. With hidden light source behind opal acrylic diffuser. 
Available in two sizes D130 mm and D300 mm.
Design: Thomas Bernstrand 2005.

Project: Gummifabriken, Värnamo.
Light design: Black Ljusdesign.



LAST - PROJECT 
FLOOR
Aluminium, painted white or black. Other colours on request. Adjustable shade. With metalized reflector. 
Design: Mattias Ståhlbom 2007.

Project: Regionens hus, Stockholm.



HOOP - PROJECT 
PENDANT 
A slightly elliptical globe rests in Hoop’s system of rings and illuminates their inner sides, producing a surprising effect. 
All while the electrics are brilliantly hidden by its construction.Diameter 650 mm.
Design: Front Design 2018.



Project: CNN, Atlanta.
Architect: HLG Studio.
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HOOP - PROJECT 
PENDANT 
A slightly elliptical globe rests in Hoop’s system of rings and illuminates their inner sides, producing a surprising effect. 
All while the electrics are brilliantly hidden by its construction.Diameter 650 mm.
Design: Front Design 2018.

Project: Mimer, Stockholm.
Architect: Spectrum Architects.
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HOOP - PROJECT 
PENDANT 
A slightly elliptical globe rests in Hoop’s system of rings and illuminates their inner sides, producing a surprising effect. 
All while the electrics are brilliantly hidden by its construction.Diameter 650 mm.
Design: Front Design 2018.

Project: Stendörren, Stockholm.
Architect: BSK Architects.
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Project: Nacka Water, Nacka.
Architect: Spectrum Architects.



LANDSCAPE - NEW 2020 
PENDANT 
The idea of transforming environments associated with straight lines and repetitive structures, was the starting point when 
designing the Landscape pendant. Inspired by the absence of linearity in the unrestricted nature, we extracted the silhouette of 
distant mountain ranges. In the meeting between several luminaries, one can distinguish peaks and valleys, as a rolling 
landscape. Use as a signum pendant on its own, or create a continuous silhouette. 
L 1400, 1700 mm. White, grey, grey, purple & blue.
Design: Note Design Studio 2020.



®
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LENS - PROJECT 
PENDANT 
Structure painted aluminum and matt acrylic diffuser. Standard colours are black and white, other colours on request.
Design: Jens Fager 2010.

Project: SLL Region Stockholm..
Interior design: Temagruppen.
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MIST - PROJECT 
PENDANT - WALL - CEILING - TABLE
With Mist, Front continues its design experimentation with light and shade, hand-blown glass and LED technology. The result is 
a pendant, ceiling- and wall-fixture with double globes that diffuse the light evenly and pleasantly. The semitransparency of the 
outer glass globe provides depth and creates an illusion of light glowing through a mist.
Design - Front Design 2017.

Project: Agima, Uppsala
Interior design: Indicum.
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PAR - PROJECT 
PENDANT
Broberg & Ridderstråle asked themselves which was the best-loved light source of them all. The answer was Par 38, also known 
as press glass spot, which led to the pendant fitting Par. The designers wish to accentuate all the pleasant qualities of the light 
source. A warm, glare-free light with an attractive molten glass lens, which has been emphasized in the shape of the casing, 
covering both stand and lamp holder. So simple. So beautiful.
Design - Broberg & Ridderstolpe 2012.

Project: Kontorskollektivet, Kalmar.
Interior design: Nordiq.
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Project: Nacka Energi,Nacka.
Architect: Reform Arkitekter



PATHFINDER - PROJECT 
BOLLARD - CEILING - WALL
An easy to place, sculptural family of fixtures designed to illuminate thoroughfares, pathways, facades and areas under roofs. 
The neat scale and moderate presentation is inspired by signposts of olden times and Pathfinder creates direction and defines 
place in a very effective manner. The pole fixtures have one or more heads in various combinations and directions. 
With inbuilt LED module: ceiling or wall fixture 14W, bollard 6W.
Design - Kauppi & Kauppi 2019.



KAUPPI & KAUPPI 
Kauppi & Kauppi is a Design duo with roots in the very north and south of 
Sweden. Johan and Nina has both earned their MFA degree at the Academy 
of Design & Crafts at The University of Gothenburg. In 2016 they established 
the shared design studio Kauppi & Kauppi in Sweden, after living several years 
in New York and Frankfurt.
The studio approaches design and communication in all scales, from spatial 
projects to tactile objects in the hand’s scale. When developing designs, their 
interest in creating collections and strategic product families runs like a thread 
through their work flow. The studio´s design philosophy is identified by a sear-
ch for a pure and restrained design, celebrating the added values that makes 
a project unique and genuine. The inspiration is often found in the contrasts, 
between north and south and in the dynamic between tranquil nature and 
pulsing cityscapes.
The design method of Kauppi & Kauppi is of an adaptive nature, depending on 
the context, task and collaborators. The special creative dynamics that occurs 
in close and committed partnerships are highly valued, as good processes 
generates good results. Regardless of project, there are a couple of important 
questions they always keep in mind: - How does our design contribute, and 
what justifies the existence of it?
Kauppi & Kauppi has won several international prestigious awards such as Ar-
chiproduct Design Award, Muuuz International Design Awards and a handful 
of German Design Awards, to mention some of their honorable highlights.

®



PLANT - NEW 2020 
BOLLARD 
PLANT is a bollard inspired by outdoor plants. It comes in three differently shaped shades. Use just one type or mix them up. 
The various models go well together with our other pole and wall fixtures. All three versions offer the same glare-free illumina-
tion and work great singularly or in groups. Made of impact-resistant material with high IP and IK classifications. 
Available painted in black or grey. LED 11W 940LM.
Design - Thomas Bernstrand 2020.
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SHIBUYA - PROJECT 
TABLE - PENDANT - SINGLE & ON WIRE - WALL - CEILING
A little sister to the acclaimed Daikanyama fixture; inspired by fairy lights, colourful lanterns and the vibrant Shibuya district 
in Tokyo. Various shades and globes in many patterns and colours affix to a central, cast housing. Only one socket is 
required as the electricity runs from fixture to fixture. Available as table lamp or pendant.
Design: Thomas Bernstrand 2014.

Project: Nacka Vatten, Nacka.
Architect: Spectrum Arkitekter.
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SHIBUYA 2 - PROJECT 
PENDANT - SINGLE & ON WIRE 
A little sister to the acclaimed Daikanyama fixture; inspired by fairy lights, colourful lanterns and the vibrant Shibuya district 
in Tokyo. Various shades and globes in many patterns and colours affix to a central, cast housing. Only one socket is 
required as the electricity runs from fixture to fixture. Available as table lamp or pendant.
Design: Thomas Bernstrand 2014.



Project: Nacka Forum, Nacka.
Interior design: Tillsammans.
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SHIBUYA - PROJECT 
TABLE - PENDANT - SINGLE & ON WIRE - WALL - CEILING
A little sister to the acclaimed Daikanyama fixture; inspired by fairy lights, colourful lanterns and the vibrant Shibuya 
district in Tokyo. Various shades and globes in many patterns and colours affix to a central, cast housing. Only one sock-
et is required as the electricity runs from fixture to fixture. 
Design: Thomas Bernstrand 2014.



Project: Gummifabriken, Värnamo.
Light design: Black Ljusdesign.

®



SHIBUYA - PROJECT 
TABLE - PENDANT - SINGLE & ON WIRE - WALL - CEILING
A little sister to the acclaimed Daikanyama fixture; inspired by fairy lights, colourful lanterns and the vibrant Shibuya district 
in Tokyo. Various shades and globes in many patterns and colours affix to a central, cast housing. Only one socket is 
required as the electricity runs from fixture to fixture. Available as table lamp or pendant.
Design: Thomas Bernstrand 2014.



Project: Giraffen, Kalmar, Sweden.
Interior design: Elinder & Sten.

®



SILO - PROJECT 
PENDANT - FLOOR - WALL
A small, iconic fixture inspired by the classical silhouette of a grain silo. This shape was refined during the design phase to 
finally become SILO – a minimalistic pendant with a distinct industrial character. Silo, with its wide colour range can both step 
forward in a room and become a dynamic element or step back and blend into its surroundings.
Design: Note Design Studio 2013.

Project: Nacka Energi, Nacka, Sweden.
Architect: Reform Arkitekter
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SILO - PROJECT 
PENDANT - FLOOR - WALL
A small, iconic fixture inspired by the classical silhouette of a grain silo. This shape was refined during the design phase to 
finally become SILO – a minimalistic pendant with a distinct industrial character. Silo, with its wide colour range can both step 
forward in a room and become a dynamic element or step back and blend into its surroundings.
Design: Note Design Studio 2013.

Project: Tre office, Stockholm, Sweden.
Interior design: Studio Stockholm.
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SILO WALL - NEW 2020 
PENDANT - FLOOR - WALL
A small, iconic fixture inspired by the classical silhouette of a grain silo. This shape was refined during the design phase to 
finally become SILO – a minimalistic pendant, floor- and wall lamp with a distinct industrial character. Silo, with its wide colour 
range can both step forward in a room and become a dynamic element or step back and blend into its surroundings.
Design: Note Design Studio 2020.
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THIRTY - PROJECT 
CEILING - WALL
A rotating LED light for ceilings and walls, which can be turned 350 degrees to meet the user’s wishes. The angled diffuser 
of microprisma provides softly filtered light that together with the rounded asymmetrical shape form a harmonic whole. 
THIRTY works very well in both formal and more playful configurations.
Design: Samuel Wilkinson 2013.

Project: Vox Hotel, Jönköping, Sweden.
Architect: Semren Månsson



PENDANT - CEILING
Matt opal acrylic, painted Pure white Ral 9010, Graphite black 9011 or Opal green Ral 6026. Other colours on request.
Design: Monica Förster 2009.



TOP - PROJECT 
PENDANT 
Diffuser in matt acrylic. The angle of the shade can be adjusted with a wire. White or black painted metal, 
other colours on request.
Design - Tham & Videgård 2009.

Project: Cyan Racing, Mölndal, Sweden.
Architect: Liljewall Architects.
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TOP - PROJECT 
PENDANT 
Diffuser in matt acrylic. The angle of the shade can be adjusted with a wire. White or black painted metal, 
other colours on request.
Design - Tham & Videgård 2009.

Project: Glimstedts, Göteborg, Sweden.
Interior design: Lillybox Interior.
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TRAPETS - PROJECT 
PENDANT
Toulouse, 1859: a young daredevil swings through the air on a wooden bar fastened to two ropes above his father’s swimming 
pool. That year, the curious hobby was first shown at the Cirque Napoleon in Paris, and the success was clear: the art of the 
trapeze was born. Some 160 years later, Note Design Studios’ Trapets was born, with a shape born from the classic circus 
device. Here, the fitting’s shade rests lithely over the trapeze, spreading a pleasant light over the work station.
Design: Note Design Studio 2011.

Project: ATG, Stockholm, Sweden.
Interior design: Note Design Studo.
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TRAPETS - PROJECT 
PENDANT
Toulouse, 1859: a young daredevil swings through the air on a wooden bar fastened to two ropes above his father’s swimming 
pool. That year, the curious hobby was first shown at the Cirque Napoleon in Paris, and the success was clear: the art of the 
trapeze was born. Some 160 years later, Note Design Studios’ Trapets was born, with a shape born from the classic circus 
device. Here, the fitting’s shade rests lithely over the trapeze, spreading a pleasant light over the work station.
Design: Note Design Studio 2011.

Project: Camper.
Interior design: Note Design Studo.
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UMBRELLA - PROJECT 
PENDANT - CEILING
Matt opal acrylic, painted Pure white Ral 9010, Graphite black 9011 or Opal green Ral 6026.
Other colours on request.Design: 
Design: Monica Förster 2009.

Project: Collectum, Stockholm, Sweden.
Architect: Spectrum Architects.
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WOOD - PROJECT 
WALL - CEILING
Wood is produced in oiled oak veneer natural or black stained. Matt acrylic diffuser. 
Available in other wood finishes and stains on request.
Design: Fredrik Mattson 2010.

Project: Sparbanken Rekarne, Eskilstuna, Sweden.
Interior design: Coco Form.
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WOOD - PROJECT 
WALL - CEILING
Wood is produced in oiled oak veneer natural or black stained. Matt acrylic diffuser. 
Available in other wood finishes and stains on request.
Design: Fredrik Mattson 2010.

Project: Skype, Stockholm, Sweden.
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COLLECTION

Allright Allright Allright Arcad Bandy

INDOOR 

Bottle Camouflage Can Can City City City Globe

Clarke Connect Convex Convex Convex

Convex Curve Curve Curve Daikanyama Daikanyama Droppen

Elements Elements Elements XS Elements XL Fisherman Fog Foto

Foto Ginza Ginza Grid Grid Halftone Halftone

Hide Hide Hoop Kulan Last

Lens Mist Mist Par Plane Plane Poker

Poster Pukeberg Pxl Pxl Pxl Shibuya Shibuya

Haze

Compose

Bob

Landscape

Bob Bow

City Globe
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SiloShibuya Sol Silo Silo Silo Trio

Three

Thirty

Tilt Top Top Trapets Umbrella Umbrella

White Wood Wood 595

OUTDOOR

A.01

Plant

Allright Berzeli Bottle Brass Brass Camouflage

City City City Globe Colonn Convex Convex

Convex

City Globe

Droppen Elements XS Elements Fisherman Funghi Gyro

Gyro Karo Nybro Pathfinder Pathfinder Pathfinder

INDOOR 

Puck Puck Puck Pxl Rib



EXPLORE
ZERO.SE






